
WE  ARE  LOOKING  FOR  THE  BEST  HOSTESSES  OR  HOSTS  TO  JOIN  OUR  TEAM
Both full-time and part-time applications are welcome

At Sanders, we are thorough with everything we do and believe that working at Sanders is a part of your lifestyle. We are 
searching for individuals who share these values.

The job

As a hostess or host at Sanders we expect you to have a strong guest relation focus, through noticing our guests during 
their stay at Sanders, ensuring that they are satisfied with their experience. You aim to give the best possible service in the 
least obtrusive manner as well as identify our guests’ preferences and their personal information: regularity and time of 
dining, food and drink choice, seat preference, food allergies, table position etc.

As the hostess or host at Sanders, you will be the hostess or host of our home, joining all departments together in order to 
give our guests a seamless, outstanding and homey F&B experience. 
Please note that due to the cyclical nature of our industry, you may be required to work varying schedules to reflect the 
business needs of Sanders. 

Our expectations

The hostess or host at Sanders needs to have experience in utilizing all tables to achieve higher turnaround of guests, 
within the Sanders ethos. This further means working closely with our front office team increase pre- and post-theatre as 
well as other event-related traffic. 

We are looking for those who want to be part of a guest-focused, service-minded company, and to bring their own perso-
nality to the role. We expect you to have a passion for food and drink, and to be ready to learn about, how we do hospitali-
ty at Sanders. We furthermore expect you to have some experience of running the door in a high turnover place.

Although experience is desirable, we are specifically looking for those who are a good fit with the Sanders ethos, so please 
include a few words on why you think this is you!

Please send you CV and cover letter including a recent picture to jobs@hotelsanders.com. We also except CV and cover 
letter in Danish. 

For further question about the position, please contact Sally May, Head of Food & Beverage – skm@hotelsanders.com

Tordenskjoldsgade 15  info@hotelsanders.com
1055 København K  hotelsanders.com
Denmark   +45 46 40 00 40
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